CHRISTIAN DALBEC

JANUARY
BITE OUT OF MORNING

FEBRUARY
POINTS NORTH

MARCH
SUNRISE ICICLES

APRIL
MORNING NESSIE

MAY
SPLIT ROCKS

JUNE
SHOT IN THE DARK

JULY
ELLINGSON ISLAND AT POINT

AUGUST
BENEATH PICTURED ROCKS

SEPTEMBER
SUNRISE, TWO HARBORS POINT

OCTOBER
BIG WAVE FALL

NOVEMBER
WAVES AT CRYSTAL BAY

DECEMBER
WINTER SPLIT
Hi, My name is ____________________________

and I'm a student at ____________________________.

Our school class is going to Wolf Ridge Environmental Learning Center up on the north shore of Lake Superior. Wolf Ridge is a residential environmental school where the learning occurs outdoors all day long. We will learn about science, team building, art, and history.

I am looking forward most to ______________________. By buying a calendar you would help me go on this trip.

The calendar size is 12 x 11.25 closed and 12 x 22.5 open, with 1.5 inch squares for writing. All Dalbec images have adequate borders for matting and framing.

1 calendar = $________  2 calendars = $________  3 calendars = $________  4 calendars = $________
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